LEGAL BASES ECOIBIZA COMPETITION
ORGANIZER: ECOIBIZA, S.L, titular entity of www.ecoibiza.com (hereinafter, the "Organizer"
and the "Site", respectively.) Ecoibiza organizes a photography contest on the social network
Instagram, regulated by the following bases:
1. Topic
People wishing to participate must publish photographs in this network that show their stay in
a villa/house rented through Ecoibiza. The topic, therefore, is free but the photo must have
been taken in some space of the villa so Ecoibiza can identify is theirs.
2. Participants
The Participants must be PHYSICAL PERSONS, of legal age and of any nationality. Both those
who made the reservation of the house and their companions will be able to participate.
Employees of the Organizer or of their Group, nor any person who has participated in any way
in the organization of the Contest, are able to participate.
3. Presentation and conditions
The registration in the contest is free and implies that the participant has an open and public
profile on Instagram, and that the conditions the social network are respected
(http://instagram.com/legal/terms/).
For the participation in the contest, users must upload and identify their photograph with the
hashtag #Ecoibizavillas in the description of it at the moment of publishing it on Instagram, as
well as following the account @ecoibiza_villas.
Each participant can upload as many photos as they wish during the contest period.
No videos will be accepted.
Only the photographs that comply with the theme of the contest, follow the account of
@ecoibiza_villas and include the hashtag mentioned in the description, will be accepted.
Any content that the Organizer deems inappropriate, offensive,
violent, sexist, racist, or that violates the fundamental rights of people,
will exclude from the contest.
Two winning photographs will be selected randomly through an online tool created for this
purpose. The Organizer will contact the winner of the first and second prize through
Instagram. The two winners will be announced on August 21, publishing their names and the
selected photos through the Organizer's communication channels (website and Instagram).
4. Deadline for submission
Photographs can be uploaded to Instagram from 00: 00h on February 11, 2019 until 23:59 on
August 20, 2019.
5. Prize
The selected winners will receive the following prizes:
- 1st prize: one week (7 nights) in a villa of Ecoibiza (to be defined 15 days before arrival) of
four bedrooms with a pool during the month of October. (It does not include the Tourist
Tax (Ecotasa), nor deposit of caution for possible breaks. It will be returned at the end of
the rental if there are no damages in the villa).
- 2nd prize: four days (4 nights) in a villa of Ecoibiza (to be defined 15 days before arrival)
of three bedrooms with a pool during the month of October. (It does not include the
Tourist Tax (Ecotasa), nor deposit of caution for possible breaks. It will be returned at the
end of the rental if there are no damages in the villa).

The prize can not be exchanged for its cash value.
6. Transfer of rights
Participants assume responsibility for the authorship and uniqueness of the images they
publish and transfer the rights of reproduction and communication of their photographs, so
that the Organizer can publish them on their Instagram and Facebook account for
communication purposes and divulgation.
7. Data protection
Participants accept, through their participation in the contest, that the contents and
comments that are going to be published in this network can be shared with the rest of
Instagram users, as well as in other channels such as the organization web or other social
profiles.
8. Responsibilities
The Organizer reserves the right to: -exclude any participation, or any participant in the event
of an incorrect manipulation of the data, -reject the participation in the contest of those who
do not meet the requirements described in the present rules and terms of participation, or
violate the rules or purpose of the contest, -annul the present contest, or suspend it, or
change any of its conditions if, due to technical causes, or of any other nature beyond its
control, it could not fulfill its normal development, according to what is established in these
bases.
9. Acceptance of the bases
Participation in this call implies full acceptance of these rules and acceptance of Instagram
rules.

